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The Teacher Development
Trust at a glance…

Board of Trustees

The Teacher Development Trust is the national charity with a mission to create effective professional
development in schools and colleges. Evidence shows that powerful professional learning helps
children succeed and teachers thrive.

Chair of Trustees Sir John Holman, Emeritus
Professor of Chemistry at the University of York and
Senior Education Adviser to the Wellcome Trust

We raise awareness of the vital importance of professional

of professional development, full-text access to 1800 educational

n Andy Buck, formerly Director of Teaching Schools at the

development and develop resources and partnerships to help

research journals and a series of national conferences to debate

National College; now Managing Director at the United

teachers and school leaders to transform their practice, thereby

the toughest challenges and seek ways forward.

Learning Trust (ULT).

achieving success for all their pupils.

n	Bill Donoghue, Managing Director of TSL Education Limited
Our second strand is the GoodCPDGuide, our ‘TripAdvisor for

(publisher of the Times Education Supplement).

Not only is great development disproportionately beneficial

CPD’. With over 2,700 listings from more than 350 providers,

to disadvantaged students while engaging and supporting all

we are asking the tough questions about evidence, quality and

young people more effectively, it also improves teacher morale,

support so that schools can make better decisions about how to

retention and enthusiasm.

spend their money.

n	Russell Hobby, General Secretary of the National Association

Despite this evidence, we know that too many teachers still

Our final strand is our advocacy work. We work closely with policy

n	Charlotte Leslie MP, representing the constituency of Bristol

experience mainly one-off professional development in the

makers, politicians, think tanks, and educational organisations

North West, member of the parliamentary Education Select

form of one-day courses, lectures or written texts. As little as 1%

across the spectrum, in order to emphasise the lessons from

Committee, former policy adviser to the shadow secretary for

of these are ‘transformative’ – i.e. able to sustainably improve

research as well as highlight the great practice that already exists.

teaching, while just 7% of schools and colleges evaluate the

This work also sees us publishing articles regularly in education

wider impact of professional learning on student outcomes.2

sector and national media, as well as having a large presence on

In many of these institutions, the choices of partners and

social media.

n	Sam Freedman, Research, Evaluation and Impact Director
at TeachFirst, formerly Policy Advisor to Michael Gove at the
Department for Education.
of Head Teachers (NAHT).

1

suppliers are frequently non-systematic and ad hoc.

education and skills.
n	Mark McCourt, formerly Senior Director at Tribal, Director at
NCTEM, school leader, inspector and AST.
n	Dame Alison Peacock, National Network Leader at The
Cambridge Primary Review, Headteacher at The Wroxham

The Trust is supported and held to account by a high-profile and

School (A National Teaching School).

We have three strands of work to tackle this. Firstly, our network

experienced Board of Trustees. The Board is chaired by Sir John

of schools, the National Teacher Enquiry Network (NTEN) which

Holman, advised by a Board of Advisors containing leading lights

marketing consultant who works with TeachersMedia, Edcoms,
O2 Learn and IRIS Connect. Formerly Director of Marketing

has recruited over 70 members across England and Wales since

in the worlds of research and policy, and represented by our new

launching last year, and is rapidly growing further. This peer-to-peer

Honorary President, Lord Andrew Adonis. We are funded by a

network gives schools a challenging and illuminating annual peer

mixture of member subscriptions and grants from other charities

audit, a wealth of resources to support the most effective models

and organisations.

n	Anna Pedroza, An independent communications and

and Communications at Teachers TV.
n	Martin Post, Headmaster of Watford Grammar School for Boys
and National Leader of Education.
n	Robin Schlinkert, Sales Manager at Google, former Senior
Associate at McKinsey.

1	Training and Development Agency for Schools (TDA) and the Centre for the
Use of Research and Evidence in Education (CUREE), “Evaluation of CPD
Providers in England 2010-11: Report for CPD Providers”, 2011

2	National Foundation for Educational Research (NFER), Teacher Voice
Omnibus, 2009 Survey
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Advisory Board

Funders

CEO ForewOrd

n	Juliet Brookes, Senior Manager, Research & Development

The Trust has been supported by project, grants
and donations from a number of organisations
and individuals over our life-span. We would like to
thank each and every one, including:

In January 2012, Mark McCourt and I met and first dreamt up the idea of a non-profit organisation that
would campaign for better teacher development. We were both motivated by the knowledge that
powerful professional development helps children succeed and teachers thrive, and yet most teachers
rarely experience this. The result was the Teacher Development Trust, an organisation that has taken
me from the wonderful world of classroom teaching into an entirely different role.

Networks at the National College.
n	Professor Rob Coe, Professor in the School of Education and
Director of the Centre for Evaluation and Monitoring (CEM).
n	Philippa Cordingley, Chief Executive, Centre for the Use of
Research and Evidence in Education (CUREE).
n	Professor Pete Dudley, Associate Director of Children’s
Services in the London Borough of Camden and Professor of
Education, University of Leicester. Honorary Secretary of the
World Association of Lesson Studies. Formerly Director of the
National Primary Strategy.
n	Liz Francis, Deputy Director, Performance Unit, Department for
Education. Formerly Director of Workforce Strategy, Standards
and Qualifications at TDA.
n	Laura McInerney, Fulbright Scholar, journalist, author, former
teacher and consultant at LKMco.

n	TSL Limited
n	The Esmee Fairbairn Foundation
n	The London Schools Excellence Fund
n	The Education Endowment Foundation
n	The Mercers’ Company
n	The National Union of Teachers
n	The Evolution Education Trust
n	Oxford University Press
n	IRIS Connect
n	Creat_ED
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It is a testament to Mark’s guidance and support and to the hard

Teacher Enquiry Network and GoodCPDGuide have huge roles

work of the immensely talented and growing team of Teacher

to play in effecting sustained system change. We look forward to

Development Trust employees, past and present, that we have

working with our talented and experienced Board of Advisors as

reached the important milestone of our second anniversary. I

well as schools, teachers, organisations and policy makers from

am delighted to announce that Lord Andrew Adonis has kindly

across the system and spectrum over the coming year.

agreed to take up the position of Honorary President of the
Trust. Mark McCourt is formally stepping down as Chair and has

Alongside our non-partisan work, we recognise and celebrate the

been instrumental in helping us appoint Sir John Holman as

role and future potential of government to champion the cause

his successor. Alongside welcoming John, who I’ve known as

of teacher development. This annual report outlines our vision for

a teacher, national STEM leader and now as Chair, we are also

the next decade, alongside eight policy recommendations. I urge

n	Dr. Jonathan Sharples, Manager of Partnerships at the Institute

delighted to be welcoming NAHT General Secretary Russell

every one of you who is reading this to work in collaboration

of Effective Education, currently seconded to the Education

Hobby as a new Trustee. I would also like to express sincere

with policy makers and politicians to ensure that these become

Endowment Foundation.

thanks to Bill Donoghue and Professor John Bangs, who will be

embedded, no matter what the result of the next election.

n	Jo Palmer-Tweed, Advisor to The National College for
Teaching and Leadership and is Strategic Lead for the expert

finishing their terms of office as Trustees, for all of their support
and guidance.

subject advisory groups for the new primary curriculum.

Thank you for your support and for your drive to make a
difference. It is an honour to celebrate two years of the Teacher

Today is a celebration, but also a turning point. Our new research

Development Trust with you, and I am greatly looking forward

highlights some significant challenges that lie ahead of us

to working with you to unleash yet more of the vast potential

before schools can truly take advantage of the transformative

of the best generation of teachers we have ever had.

power of professional learning. The need for schools to be able
to make more systematic choices when selecting professional

David Weston

development partners is coupled with continued challenges

Chief Executive,

around leadership and resourcing. These big issues serve

Teacher Development Trust

to remind us why the Teacher Development Trust’s National

30th June 2014

@informed_edu
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“A crossroads for teachers’
professional development”

Lord Andrew Adonis
my time in government, I have maintained a
“ Throughout
strong belief in the central importance of professional
development to improving educational outcomes of
children. It is for this reason that I am delighted
to have been appointed as Honorary
President at the Teacher Development Trust.
I believe the Trust’s work is vital to a systemwide, system-led movement towards more effective
professional development for all teachers and I am very
glad to be part of their mission. I urge all stakeholders and
political parties to continue their support for this valuable
charity, as the Teacher Development Trust works to benefit our
teachers, school leaders, and students nationwide.

”

Mark McCourt joined the Board of Trustees as founding Chair in 2012. He is currently Chief Executive
of La Salle Education and formerly a Senior Director at Tribal, working on large scale education reform
programmes in the UK and overseas. Mark has also held positions as a director at the National Centre
for Excellence in Teaching Mathematics (NCETM), a school leader, inspector and AST.
When David and I founded the Trust at the start of 2012 we had

As we approach the General Election, we stand at something

a vision of an organisation that would be an advocate for the

of a crossroads. The momentum that the Teacher Development

types of powerful professional development that helps children

Trust and so many others have built up in arguing for a renewed

succeed and teachers thrive. We have been fortunate to have

focus on teacher development could easily be lost unless the right

been joined by Trustees, Advisors and colleagues of immense

policies are put in place to sustain it. The policies we have laid out

talent and wisdom who have been central to making that vision

here have been discussed with a wide variety of stakeholders and

a reality. I can honestly say that founding and building this

we urge all political parties to incorporate them in their manifestos.

charity is one of the things that I am most proud of in my career.
I look forward to continuing my work with the Teacher
The Teacher Development Trust is now seen as one of the

Development Trust as a member of the Board, having decided

foremost voices in professional development, balancing

that now is the right time to hand over the Chair to others who

powerful advocacy work with practical, concrete activities to

can drive our mission further. I am absolutely delighted at the

help teachers and schools develop effective and engaging

appointment of Sir John Holman as my successor and also

professional learning. The National Teacher Enquiry Network is

warmly welcome Lord Andrew Adonis as our new Honorary

making this happen, with peer-to-peer audits and constructive

President. These two appointments underscore both the

challenge alongside national conferences and support for

reputation we have built in these formative first two years as

research and evidence-base Lesson Study. A mark of its

well as our deep determination to enact further change.

success is the passion with which members speak about
their achievements and encourage colleagues to join. The

Great professional learning has the power

GoodCPDGuide has grown to be a true ‘TripAdvisor for CPD’,

to narrow inequality, foster success for

helping schools to make better strategic decisions about

pupils and retain and grow our

external expertise and services. As John will note in his final

best ever generation of

word, our recent research has underlined the vital importance

teachers. I would urge

of this work and we will be looking to work ever more closely

everyone to join with us to

with government and school leaders to extend and embed this

make this a reality in every school

programme further.

and every classroom.
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Choosing CPD: England’s approaches
to finding and engaging in CPD

Report findings

Executive Summary

Over May and June 2014 the Teacher Development Trust undertook research around the structures and processes of
CPD in English schools. The findings bring together the results of an initial survey of 94 teachers, middle and senior
leaders by the Teacher Development Trust; a survey of 1,020 school leaders by the Key3 (representative of all schools
in England by type, phase and region), and telephone interviews undertaken with a focus group of 15 teaching staff,
middle leaders and senior leaders4. All qualitative data has undergone joint analysis with research partner EdYou.5

There is no doubt that every teacher and school leader in

Our vision for the system is one where teachers are engaged in

England understands the importance of continuous professional

continual professional development, prioritised by school leaders

development (CPD) in improving the quality of teaching, raising

within schools and colleges who exist within national networks

student attainment and supporting individual career progression.

of professional learning. In order to achieve this we believe the
government should:

Introduction

and focus group study of 15 senior leaders, middle leaders and

1	Fund the creation of a national database of leading practice.

Within the wider teaching community today, a movement

These statistics were reiterated during focus group discussions.

subject teachers showed that professional development in

2	Strengthen the role of Teaching School Alliances in brokering

towards greater collaboration, sharing of resources and

Teachers noted that personal recommendations are the only form

considerations around evidence-based practice demonstrate a

of quality assurance currently available when commissioning the

desire for professional development that engages teachers and

(often expensive) services of an external provider.

However, our representative survey of over 1,000 school leaders

English schools is being hindered by:

support and partnerships for schools.
3	Embark on a national communication drive to promote the

n	A tradition of “top down” decision making that restricts
the role of individual teachers in their own professional
development.
n	A largely unsystematic approach to finding and comparing
external CPD, with insufficient mechanisms for quality
assurance across the market.
n	Accountability pressures that shape and distort professional
development priorities for many school leaders.
n	Financial restraints that limit the resources and opportunities
available to support teachers in their professional learning.

findings from professional learning research.

ensures impact.

4	Contribute toward an ‘incubator’ organisation to prepare the
ground for a new Royal College of Teaching.
5	Facilitate discussions and provide funding around new
professional career levels.
6	Build confidence and capacity at the Department for

And yet this research undertaken by the Teacher Development
Trust has revealed a set of barriers that exist for teaching
professionals across England that limit their ability to find and
access high quality CPD:

Education to facilitate and support system-led improvement
in professional learning.
7	Prepare for a future personal entitlement to

There is no support for a systematic approach to
choosing CPD suppliers

professional learning.
8	Increase the funding of research into effective professional
development and effective knowledge sharing.

One barrier to ensuring that every teacher is supported in a
way that suits the needs of the students in their classroom is
the insufficient mechanisms that help schools and teachers
find, compare and quality assure the input they receive from

What the survey said…
n 67.4% of school leaders said that they found new
external CPD providers by selecting a provider used
previously by their own school or by colleagues.
n “Word of mouth” and flyers and brochures sent
directly to schools still influence the majority – over
60% - of decisions around external CPD.
n Nevertheless, and despite their apparent demise,
almost 1 in 5 school leaders still use a Local Authority
(LA) database to find CPD opportunities.

external organisations.

3	The Key offer support to school leaders across England. The survey
referenced in this research was commissioned by the Teacher Development
Trust and sent by the Key to a sample of 7,000 of their registered members.
1,020 members responded in full. The profile of schools for which The Key’s
members work and all English schools was compared, and was very similar.
The data from school leaders has been weighted to match the population
profile of the schools on The Key’s database – which equates to all schools in
England – in terms of school phase and school type.

4	Phone calls took place between 15th May and 11th June 2014. Transcripts were
anonymised to include references to the respondent’s role, phase and type of
school only.
5	EdYou offer research and evaluation support to schools and educational
organisations. Analysis took place week commencing 16th June 2014.
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What the survey said…

needs. As a result, experiences of external CPD are mixed.
In general provision was considered “poor”, “boring” and “not
relevant to classroom practice”, despite the presence on the
market of high quality opportunities: one teacher had recently
engaged with a consultant who was “very good”, offering

Many headteachers and assistant heads are responsible for

What the survey said…

finding and sharing external opportunities with staff across the

may not always be best suited to a school or individual teacher’s
n Approval for most CPD opportunities rests with senior
leaders – this was the case for 91% of school leaders.

school. The same staff members also lead many of the internal
CPD sessions attended by our focus group.

n Only 50.2% school leaders said that teachers in their school

motivation” for engaging staff in CPD was as a response
to accountability pressures such as league tables or

were allowed to choose an external organisation or resource

Where teachers lead sessions on Teaching and Learning, or

to support their professional development.

participate in action research for example, these opportunities
are often instigated by leadership, with participants selected

interactive sessions, practical guidance and robust evidence

n 1 in 10 school leaders stated that their “most common

inspection. When considering secondary school leaders
only, this figure rose to 1 in 5.
n More generally, over 60% of all respondents – 62% of

according to analysis of teacher strengths. In other schools

primary schools and 72% of secondary schools - either

It is understandable that senior leaders might retain approval

such activities are compulsory. There were examples of teachers

“agreed” or “strongly agreed” that they feel under pressure

Some teachers and schools are trying to take a more systematic

of CPD activities to ensure good financial and strategic

being “allocated” to particular research groups or encouraged

to change professional development priorities due to

approach to selecting external CPD providers – as confirmed by

management – but as the survey and our focus group confirmed,

to consider lesson observation feedback when selecting foci for

accountability measures.

the above figure around the use of LA databases. Other useful

their control also extends over other aspects of CPD.

their own development.

Senior leaders hold responsibility for deciding whole school

At all levels, there is a clear desire for change. Within our

Accountability was further defined by our focus group as
league tables, data requirements, safeguarding, and most
commonly Ofsted.

which has “transformed [his] practice in the long term”.

databases included those operated by Future Leaders and the
Teacher Development Trust’s GoodCPDGuide.

needs, priorities, structures and targets around staff development.

focus group of senior leaders, middle leaders and teaching

But teachers stated the need for more support in making such

For several teachers and leaders in our focus group these whole

staff, there was a sense that teachers need to be given greater

decisions. A “rated marketplace” was noted on multiple occasions

school needs were, in turn, used as criteria when approving

“ownership” over their CPD, leading to greater professionalism

as a potentially useful tool to list opportunities while also offering

individual opportunities, sometimes to the detriment of a teacher’s

– and there were several examples of a movement towards this

What is the impact of Ofsted on school’s approach to CPD? One

a more rigorous form of “quality assurance” than that currently

own needs. In an extreme case, a middle leader had every request

more “bottom up” structure. But it is clear that, overall, SLT are still

teacher noted that schools are constantly trying to react to the

offered by word-of-mouth recommendations.

for external CPD rejected because the opportunities were subject

hindered by an expectation that they manage CPD with a “one

“Ofsted context”. Concern around a recent or upcoming Ofsted

specific rather than leadership focussed, the latter a greater

size fits all” approach.

judgement can lead to panic rather than “strategic use of expertise”

Decision making processes around teachers’ needs
and opportunities are still largely “top down”

– when one school received notice to improve three years ago,

priority according to “whole school needs”.
Senior leaders also have considerable input in determining

Accountability pressures are influencing decisions
around professional development

CPD almost immediately became “more top down”.
Staff morale can plummet as a result – one respondent described a

Research shows that for CPD to be as effective as possible, it

individual staff needs. Data from lesson observations and learning

should be teacher-led and targeted at supporting student needs

walks were frequently highlighted as the means by which senior

While two thirds of school leaders responded that either “analysis

colleague in SLT currently receiving one-to-one coaching to regain

in a teacher’s own classroom6. And yet senior leaders across the

leaders identify a teacher’s strengths and areas for development.

of student learning needs” or “analysis of teachers’ knowledge and

the confidence lost as the result of an Ofsted inspection. Another

country are still juggling priorities in a way that can obfuscate the

Word of mouth is also used by some to form an “anecdotal

skills” was their “most common motivation” for engaging staff in

headteacher described the “fear factor” felt “on a daily basis” and

needs and halt the active participation of individual teaching staff.

overview” of individual expertise in a school.

CPD, accountability measures in England still continue to influence

“every time you look at data”: a fear that “stops people thinking in a

decisions around how to develop our teachers and leaders

wider way about what can be done to improve teaching”.

6	Teacher Professional Learning & Development Best Evidence Synthesis,
Timperley et. al. 2007 http://www.oecd.org/edu/school/48727127.pdf
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Conclusion
It is possible to work positively within the accountability

What is the impact of budget concerns on the structure of CPD?

Professional development for teachers and school leaders across

structures. Respondents from schools considered “Good” or

Several schools in our focus groups had been led by financial

England is limited by:

“Outstanding” noted that these judgements had resulted in a

pressures to use “largely” or wholly internal sessions. For some

move towards more “freedom” and “choice” around CPD. Bold

teachers there was “no budget available” for external opportunities.

leadership was also noted as key in “protecting” staff: one CPD

n	Insufficient mechanisms to source external CPD.
n	Top-down decision making processes that risk side-lining

lead noted that introducing “open classroom” weeks to celebrate

Cost rather than impact has moved to the centre of many

and share practice had “more of an impact” than any other move

decisions around professional development. Online training and

by SLT to remove widespread anxiety around formal observations

webinars were considered better by some because they are

and re-instil openness and trust.

“cheaper” and “cost effective” – with no reference to their actual
impact on practice.

teachers’ individual needs.
n	The pressures of accountability measures such as league
tables and Ofsted.
n	Financial pressures resulting from increasingly restricted
budgets for professional development.

In terms of what “good” and “useful” accountability might look
like for promoting professional learning, programmes that

Smaller budgets are also harder to devolve. One assistant

Until these barriers to effective and sustainable professional

support schools’ moral purpose, vision and values were praised;

headteacher noted that the CPD budget had been reduced to the

development are removed, teachers and school leaders will

assessing a school’s work to close the attainment gap was also

point that a notional “per head” budget for CPD was meaningless

remain limited in their ability to transform practice and student

noted as valuable; teachers and schools should be engaged in

and was now considered in whole school terms instead.

outcomes for children in England.

an external body that supports and credits rigorous and ongoing
career progression.

In some cases this leads to unequal distribution of resources: in
one primary school year six teaching staff were prioritised out of

Financial pressures are shaping considerations
around professional development

the headteacher’s concern for results; at a secondary academy
the desire to maintain specialist science status led to higher levels
of funding for teaching staff in that subject.

What the survey said…

In schools where CPD was seen as a “budget priority”, staff
felt more able to request – and more likely to receive – cover

n Over half of respondents “agreed” or “strongly agreed” that

and funding for CPD opportunities. There was also evidence

financial pressure has made it harder to meet teachers’

of schools working to ensure better value for money, by

development needs. The figure increased to 60% when

systematically disseminating any individual’s external CPD

considering secondary schools only.

throughout the school.
Nevertheless there was a sense that schools require further
support to ensure that provision for CPD is not limited by
financial pressures.

We are very grateful for the support of the
following organisations in producing this report:
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Policy Recommendations

Eight steps to get there

The Vision

1. Fund the creation of a national database of practice,

In 10 years’ time we would like to see:
1. Teachers engaged in continual professional learning in order

n	Teachers have more time to contribute to a national evidence

to help each young person they teach to succeed to the full

base of effective professional practice as well as being able to

The link between a continual professional learning journey for

draw on this for their own practice.

teachers and improved educational outcomes for all is proven. In
10 years’ time our vision is that this learning journey will involve:

n	Time is saved to facilitate these changes by making careful
choices about total teaching hours, large group teaching and
levels of staffing. Also through creative timetabling to release

n	A flexible career structure that allows specialist or generalist
routes through classroom practice and/or leadership.
n	Recognition of great personal professional learning and

staff, reducing time spent on meetings and monitoring-led
activities, and by re-allocating time spent on traditional CPD
to more effective approaches.

achievement, success in raising young people’s attainment,
engagement with pushing the boundaries of pedagogical

3. Every school within a national network of

practice and transformative support given to colleagues

professional learning

across the system.

n	Great practice is jointly developed, transferred and embedded.

n	Organisations within areas such as primary education,

n	The best schools, experts and organisations in a range of

mathematics, special educational needs (SEN), etc. working

disciplines are highlighted in a national, system-led, peer-

together to create common accreditations and career pathways.

assured database of leading practice, supported by a network
of brokers.

2. School leaders prioritising professional learning in order to

n	Practitioners draw upon (and contribute to) readily-available

help children succeed

sources of leading evidence-based approaches, confidently

n	Teachers are given the space and time to collaborate, reflect

engaging with high quality research and evaluation.

and continuously improve their practice.
n	Improvements are teacher-led, driven from the bottom up and
secure whole school engagement.
n	More time is given over to professional collaboration in order
to effectively diagnose pupils’ needs and strengths and to
enable teachers to use improved teaching approaches to
address them.

n	Teachers across the country support and constructively
challenge each other to be better
n	Innovations are evaluated, scaled, and disseminated.

establish a set of professional standards and structures for

building on existing work such as the GoodCPDGuide, the

a new College. Over two to five years, this ‘incubator’ will

National College’s databases of NLEs, SLEs and Teaching

raise funding, create a business plan, embark on an ambitious

Schools, the London Gold Club, etc. This database would

roadshow to get further professional buy-in, and create a space

foster more effective collaboration through evidence-based

for discussion and discourse with the teaching profession to

approaches to professional learning.

create new career structures.

2. Strengthen the role of Teaching School Alliances to

5. Facilitate discussions and provide funding around new

broker support.

professional career levels (Associate, Member and Fellow)

Invest in a network of 50 professional brokers across the

Provide funding to groups of organisations to create specialist

country who will support schools to find and draw upon the

professional standards in different areas (e.g. Maths, SEN, CPD,

most effective practices, wherever they appear. These brokers

Early Years) which are aligned with these. These should be

will draw upon the national database of practice and contribute

piloted alongside professional associations who can

examples to it. Give them the mandate to work directly with

help to ensure voluntary headteacher buy-in such

Local Authorities, Regional School Commissioners, Ofsted

that career progression will give concrete

Regional Directors and Academy Chains. They would focus

advantages (e.g. improved pay, greater

particular attention on schools in system ‘cold spots’ where

likelihood of gaining new roles).

existing support is lacking, such as rural and coastal regions.

These career levels will be
eventually overseen

3. Embark on a sustained national communications

by the new Royal

campaign to promote the most effective practices in

College of Teaching.

professional learning.
Work with Ofsted to increase recognition of effective practices

6. Build confidence and capacity

including specialist quality marks such as the National Teacher

at the Department for Education

Enquiry Network CPD Audit, CUREE’s SKEIN Award and the

to facilitate and support system-led

Institute of Education PD Quality Mark. Highlight schools that are

improvement in professional learning.

systematic in their selection of partners, experts and courses.

Recognise that great professional development
will be built by the system from the ground

4. Contribute toward an ‘incubator’ organisation to prepare

up, and this needs support from a

the ground for a new Royal College of Teaching.

central body. This team would

Government should match funding from business and the third

engage in annual surveys of

sector to invest in an organisation that can work rapidly to

practice to highlight
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OUR Role
and evaluate national progress, bring together stakeholders to
build consensus, commission and disseminate research and
provide support for Teaching Schools to facilitate continual

The Teacher Development Trust will:

improvements in professional learning practice.
n	Support the creation of a national database of practice to
7. Prepare for a future personal entitlement to
professional learning.
Put in place a medium-term plan to give teachers an entitlement
to professional learning time and the necessary flexibility to
pursue relevant qualifications. This should be piloted and phased
in once survey data suggests that the majority of schools will use
this time supportively of teachers – this will ensure that we avoid
this time becoming an additional and morale-sapping burden in
some schools.

extend its own GoodCPDGuide.
n	Continue to grow its National Teacher Enquiry Network as one
of the leading national networks of professional learning.
n	Continue to campaign for the most effective practices in
professional learning and development.
n	Provide support and guidance to the Department for
Education and other bodies to help them draw on the most
effective approaches.
n	Engage deeply in the process of creating a new Royal College
of Teaching and professional career structure.

8. Increase the funding of research into effective professional
development and effective knowledge sharing,
particularly around allocation of time and resources. This
could be partly administered by the Education Endowment
Foundation as part of their ‘what works’ centre brief.
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Progress
Report
We are very glad to provide the following
progress report on the three principal
strands of the Trust’s work: advocacy and
communications, the National Teacher Enquiry
Network (NTEN) and the GoodCPDGuide.

Advocacy and
Communications
In the past two years the Teacher Development Trust has:
n	Placed regular high profile media articles in a wide range
of sector publications including the TES, Guardian, SecEd,
Headteacher Update, Senior Leadership Today, Teach Primary
and Teach Secondary.
n	Been mentioned or featured in a number of national and
international publications and broadcasts including
BBC News Online, Sky TV News, BBC Radio 5 Live,
The Telegraph and Forbes.
n	Briefed and advised policy makers including the Deputy
Prime Minister, Nick Clegg; Secretary of State for Education,
Michael Gove; Minister of State for Education, David Laws; and
Shadow Secretary of State, Tristram Hunt.
n	Worked closely with a range of senior civil servants in
the Department for Education, Department for Business,
Innovation and Skills, and the Cabinet Office as well as think
tanks such as Policy Exchange, IPPR, Centre Forum and the
Centre for Social Justice.
n	Maintained close relations across the sector including working
with local authorities, exam boards, universities, commercial
companies, charities, teacher unions and professional
associations, subject associations, academy chains, Teaching
School Alliances and regional challenge organisations.
n	Recorded hundreds of thousands of hits across our websites.
n	Developed a high profile in social media, with several
thousand followers and high engagement rates with
our messages.
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CPD Peer Audit

National Teacher Enquiry Network

The National Teacher Enquiry Network (NTEN) is a collaborative partnership of schools
and colleges focused on improvement through highly effective and evidence-based staff
professional development. It has been developed alongside schools, in consultation with experts,
through a series of pilots supported by the National College for Teaching and Leadership and the
National Union of Teachers. Our members shape and develop our work and are committed to the
principle of peer-to-peer support.

On joining the network, member schools receive a full CPD
audit. This process evaluates the current CPD in the school, and
highlights areas of strength and development. This is made up of
three parts:
n	An online staff survey.
n	A self-evaluation process.
n	A peer audit visit from another NTEN school.

Our Members

Based on our deliberately challenging CPD Quality Framework,
schools are awarded Bronze, Silver or Gold awards. It provides

Total of 70 member schools, including maintained,
academies and independent.

a fantastic opportunity for schools to evaluate their CPD
and reflect on further developments. It also allows peer auditors
from other schools to network and learn more about other

n	22 Primary Schools
n	43 Secondary Schools
n	1 Middle School
n	2 All Through Schools
n	2 Special Schools
Alliance school groups being formed in Essex,
North Wales and Lincolnshire

NTEN audit framework represents a vision for what
“The
outstanding professional learning could be like in every school.
It’s the way to go
”
Tom Sherrington
Head of King Edward VI Grammar School
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Lesson Study

NTEN Networking

What NTEN do schools say
about membership?

Lesson Study is a Japanese model of teacher-led, collaborative

NTEN hosts regular national conferences to support networking

Meols Cop High School, Merseyside

Robert Ferguson Primary School, Carlisle

research. A small group of teachers work together to explore

between member schools, to share CPD practice and Lesson

the pupil needs in their class through close observation, and

Study experience, and to facilitate peer-to-peer support between

Meols Cop is an ‘Outstanding’ community high school for

Robert Ferguson Primary School is a mixed community primary

then work together to implement and evaluate an intervention

schools. We also regularly pair member schools through our

students aged 11-16. There are 720 students, 58 staff and 30

school with 350 students and 15 teachers. Despite having a

targeted at this need. Using existing evidence and research,

ongoing support and work with members throughout the year.

Teaching Assistants. The school signed up to NTEN to introduce

strong foundation of CPD already in place, there were many

Lesson Study as part of CPD. “The idea of Lesson Study fitted

advantages for the school in belonging to the national network.

participants collaboratively plan, teach and observe a series of

in well with our school’s philosophy of lesson observations,”

lessons and use ongoing discussion, reflection and expert input
to track and refine their interventions.

A National Voice

1. PLAN

said David Jones, Deputy Head. “We have moved away from

Joining NTEN felt like “a good way to formalise the school’s

grading lessons in an Ofsted style way because we wanted to

commitment to delivering what is objectively the best CPD,”

focus on the development and learning that was going on in

said headteacher Graham Frost. “We want to encourage and

the classroom.”

support our hard-working teachers in their development, and
also demonstrate to parents that we are determined to deliver

Plan a lesson together.

When David asked for volunteers for the Lesson Study pilot,

Address each activity to
a specific learning goal and
predict how pupils will
react and how you
will assess this.

he did not anticipate how popular it would become. With 27

Pick 3 case pupils.

3. REFLECT
& PLAN
As soon after the lesson
as possible, reflect how each
activity elicited the
sought-after change.
Were your
predictions correct?
Why?
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the highest quality teaching for their children.”

Our member schools are invited to speak on behalf of the

teachers currently involved and enquiries in Art, Maths and

One Lesson Study wave saw great results, improving Year 1

network at meetings with decision makers and national

Science on the go, the practice has really taken off.

children’s confidence with speaking and listening, and the school

particular, how schools can ensure the best quality professional

Meols Cop regularly recommends NTEN to other schools, and

Teach the lesson with
your colleagues observing.

development. In September 2013, NTEN invited a group of six

hope that other schools get involved,” says Graham. “Our

believes that Lesson Study is a very credible theory in education.

experience has been positive, and the idea of being part of a

Pay particular attention
to the case pupils

representative members to meet the Secretary of State for
Education, Michael Gove. The meeting centred on the role of

“I don’t think it’s a fad,” says David. “In our school we have seen

national network of like-minded schools is something that we

the positives of working this way. It is something that we truly

feel would be really beneficial for us and many others. As early-

believe in because results show that it has been good for us.”

adopters of NTEN, we are excited to see the network grow in

“I would certainly recommend that other schools read what

the future.”

leaders on key issues that are relevant to their schools and, in

2. OBSERVE

Conduct any
assessments and/or
interviews during
& after.

the government in supporting CPD in schools. Similarly,
in April 2014, a number of NTEN Members met
with Kevan Collins, CEO of Education
Endowment Foundation to discuss
their work around evidence
and research in schools.

is excited to run more enquiries in future. “We would very much

members are saying about NTEN in their blogs, and listen to
what other like-minded, forward-thinking teachers and schools
have written about their experiences. For our part, we can say
that our experience has been very positive.”
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What NTEN do schools say
about membership?
Blatchington Mill School, Sussex

The free professional development database

Sidney Stringer Academy, Coventry

Blatchington Mill School and Sixth Form College is a

When considering whether to join the network, Nico de Groot,

comprehensive school and sixth form for students aged 11-18.

Assistant Principal (Research and Development) highlighted one

There are 1,700 students and 110 teachers.

particular advantage of working with NTEN: “We have always
been good at supporting staff that were early in their career

Through their membership of NTEN, the school has been able

or that needed help. What we wanted was something that

to engage in an EEF-funded research project. Blatchington

was going to engage our Good and Outstanding teachers,

Mill were involved in a study into engaging parents with school

and keep them motivated in their jobs and satisfied at work.

life through text messages. The study, run with Bristol and

Through discussions with these individuals, we felt that NTEN

Harvard Universities, was “absolutely fantastic for the school”,

and enquiry was the best way to do that.” After trialling lesson

according to Ashley Harrold, Deputy Head. “Rather than try to

studies on a departmental level, it was the high-quality support

roll it out ourselves, we have had someone do an academic

for enquiry and the networking opportunities that NTEN provides

piece of research with useful conclusions. In fact, the study

that were the standout reasons for the school to sign up.

suggested hugely positive results for parental engagement.”
“There have been lots and lots of opportunities that have
“The heart of NTEN is that you need to review everything that

opened up for our school through our involvement with

you do and evaluate how things have worked,” explains Ashley.

NTEN,” explains Nico. ”I would tell that to any school that are

“This is really how schools should be working, and NTEN really

undecided about joining, and would certainly recommend the

has been great in helping us do that.”

experience - we love it.

The GoodCPDGuide is part of the Teacher Development Trust’s

GoodCPDGuide.com, our online database of CPD resources.

mission to ensure that every school has access to high quality

Now featuring over 2,700 courses, resources and books from

external input.

more than 350 providers, the database has become a rich
resource for teachers and school leaders searching for CPD

Support from expert organisations is vital to a school’s work

across a variety of areas. Completely free of charge to both

to systematically improve and maintain the quality of teaching

providers and users, the database aims to be a one stop shop for

in their institution. Using the GoodCPDGuide allows teachers

schools and teachers looking to supplement their professional

to find CPD that is matched to their needs, understand the

development with vital external expertise. In the past year more

evidence base of a CPD opportunity, and compare multiple

than 75,000 teachers, school leaders and CPD providers have

resources before making a decision that best suits their personal

used our site to browse, list and search a range of CPD resources.

and school-wide plans for improvement.
In this way all teachers will be able to select opportunities that
are likely to have maximum impact in their context.

A range of resources to
meet teachers’ neeDS

mentors and are excited about having much more emphasis

To read more school stories, go to

next academic year on peer observations and coaching.”

tdtrust.org/nten/nten-case-studies/

Through the database we also offer ongoing support to the
organisations and individuals who provide important training to
teachers across the country, to continually improve the quality of
CPD opportunities available

Our providers now include national organisations, exam boards,
publishers and consultants – as well as Teaching Schools,
listed cover every area of a teacher’s professional development,

has huge potential in our school. We have been training new

Why is the GoodCPDGuide
important?

It has been an exciting year of progress and growth for the

subject associations, unions, and local authorities. The services

Sue Pinnick, the school CPD lead, agrees: “A Lesson Study vision

27

ranging from resources around the new national curriculum to
bespoke support around engaging in action research.
Users can also access listings via our link from the Education
Endowment Foundation Teaching & Learning Toolkit.
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Supporting
better choice
The GoodCPDGuide is not simply a database;
it is a tool to help support better decision
making by schools around external CPD.
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Promoting high
quality CPD
We want teachers to choose CPD that is most likely to
have a sustained and positive impact on their practice and
student outcomes.
Our scoring system gives each listing an individual score based

Assuring
Quality
The GoodCPDGuide has also become a
central point for CPD providers looking
to better understand and develop their
approaches around engaging with schools.

on average review ratings, as well as the information listed by the

a Trip Advisor
for CPD

provider around the following areas:
n	The evidence on which the provider’s approach is based.
n	The level of follow up and support given to teachers or

We want users to be able to gauge the potential impact of a
CPD service before they make a decision – just as you do with
a hotel, book or online purchase. For this reason we introduced
user reviews to the GoodCPDGuide. Teachers can write a review
that describes the quality and impact of a CPD service on their
teaching practice and student outcomes. Users give the listing
a “star rating” out of five and leave detailed commentary on
their experience.
These reviews allow visitors to the site to gain insight into peers’
previous experiences and make better comparisons between
several listings. They give valuable, independent feedback to
providers on how they engage with schools and ensure impact
on student attainment. In addition, the teacher writing the review
has the chance to reflect in a professional capacity on their
development and experience of CPD.
Every day on the GoodCPDGuide our providers with user
reviews on the site experience increased traffic to their listings,

schools as part of the CPD.
n	The help given to participants to evaluate the impact of
the activity or resource on their practice and their students’
outcomes.
We believe these areas are important in ensuring that external
support given to a school or teacher is relevant, embedded
and sustained.
Since the scoring system was first introduced last August, we
have gradually rolled it out to providers using the site. This has
been accompanied by extensive support and information to
providers on why these criteria are important and how they can
develop their services in each area.
Our next step will be to make the scoring system fully visible
to all users so that every teacher using the site understands
the criteria they should consider when selecting a CPD provider
or resource.

Conferences
We have also been delighted to host our first two conferences
for CPD providers.
The inaugural GoodCPDGuide Conference was held in September
2013. For the first time, providers were able to come together to
discuss the ways in which they strive to offer high quality CPD to

Quality
Assurance Audit

schools and teachers and hear from experts in the field.
Our second GoodCPDGuide Conference took place in March
2014 at the British Council. With representatives from CEM

In the past twelve months we have completed two rounds of
our Quality Assurance (QA) Audit. This process is our way of
assessing providers’ services in line with the principles of what
research suggests makes CPD effective and sustainable.
For each round of the QA Audit we selected six providers
at random. These providers were asked to provide certain
information around their services, in particular relating to their
use of evidence, evaluation and sustained follow up.
Together with an expert panel of representatives from the
Education Endowment Foundation, CUREE and the Centre for
Evaluation and Monitoring (CEM) at Durham University, we gave
feedback on how the providers can improve the support they
offer to schools even further.
On each occasion this process allowed us to progress towards
our goal of effective CPD for every teacher: providers were
able to reflect on how they engage with schools for maximum

showing the demand for this user-friendly form of independent

impact and we were able to better understand the progress and

quality assurance.

challenges faced by our valued providers.
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and CUREE, the day focussed in particular on the importance,
challenges, issues around the systematic use of research
evidence and ongoing evaluation processes.
Both days were a great success, a chance for providers of CPD
to not only meet one another and form valuable connections,
but also reflect on the services they offer and develop their
approaches in line with evidence-based practice.
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From our
providers

The final word…

We are very grateful for the support and
engagement of the CPD providers with whom
we work. Here, some of our valued providers
share the impact of their collaboration with the
GoodCPDGuide.

“

Our involvement with the work of the Teacher
Development Trust this past 12 months has been
beneficial in a number of ways, not least by enabling us to

John Holman is Emeritus Professor of Chemistry at the University of York and Senior Education Adviser to the
Wellcome Trust. John has a distinguished background in both science and learning, which includes 35 years teaching
science in secondary schools and six years as headteacher at the Watford Grammar School for Boys. He was knighted
in 2010 for services to education.

“

I am delighted to have been elected as the new

At Family Links, we have

Chair of Trustees of the Teacher Development
Trust. My deepest thanks to the Trustees

invested significant resources

for welcoming me to join the

in researching the impact of

become part of a professional network whose values we

our CPD provision for schools

share. Participating in the Quality Assurance Audit and

and we see the work of the

CPD provider conference in March has helped to sharpen

GoodCPDGuide as crucial to

our publishing focus by taking into account the findings

raising the bar for all CPD providers in the UK.

teachers’ professional development from different angles.

where users can find, review and compare courses and resources
according to their school’s needs – the GoodCPDGuide –
continues to support better, more systematic decision making by
school leaders and teachers around external CPD. Meanwhile, a

next stage of the Trust’s

network that facilitates sharing of good practice and encourages

important work.

schools to strategically analyse needs, engage staff, and embed
research – the National Teacher Enquiry Network (NTEN) – fosters

The recent research undertaken

school improvement that is evidence-based and teacher-led.

by the Teacher Development Trust is

of the QAA’s evaluative report and by considering

valuable because it gives a glimpse of what
professional development looks like from the

Being part of the GoodCPDGuide over the last year has
helped us shape our strategic priorities, especially around

grassroots. As the report shows, there is a long way to

But as the research shows there is still much to be done, and
I would urge all parties to pay heed to the recommendations
put forward here by the Teacher Development Trust. We must

go before professional development for teachers is anything

prioritise teachers’ professional development at national and

like as systematic and embedded as in other professions such as

school level and support better understanding and capacity

medicine, law or accountancy.

around providing effective, sustainable professional development.

It’s raised our awareness of how to make more targeted

programme quality and impact. The Quality Assurance

use of academic research findings to support teachers’

Audit that we undertook with the GoodCPDGuide

work in the classroom, how to make better links between

provided a wealth of supportive feedback on our current

our expert authors and classroom teachers, and how to

evidence base and research agenda. I wholeheartedly

The picture the report gives is of a top down approach to

share practice, with access to up-to-date, relevant research. We

ensure Teachers’ Pocketbooks make an impact on both

recommend this process to any other CPD provider as a

teachers’ professional development, with access controlled by

must ensure that all teachers are able to engage in professional

vehicle to reflect, improve and refine their CPD offering.

school leaders. While this is understandable and necessary in

learning at every stage of their career and support their

some cases, teaching will never become truly professional until

progression through a nationally recognised career structure.

teacher practice and student outcomes.
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”

Linda Edge is Director at Teachers’ Pocketbooks, a
publisher of CPD book resources for school leaders
and teachers on a variety of topics:
www.teacherspocketbooks.co.uk

Nick Haisman is Director of Education at Family
Links, a CPD provider who support staff and
teachers to create emotionally healthy learning
environments: www.familylinks.org.uk

”

We must improve opportunities for schools to collaborate and

teachers are able to have control over the development of their
own professional skills through their whole career.

In this way we can improve the quality of teaching across
England and ensure that every child has the opportunity to reach

These findings underline the importance of the Teacher

their full potential regardless of location, age or background.

Development Trust’s work thus far. An online database of CPD

Sir John Holman

Designed by pandamedia.me
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For further information on any
strand of the Teacher Development
Trust’s work, do not hesitate to contact:

Phil Bourne
Development Director
phil.bourne@tdtrust.org

The Teacher Development Trust
CAN Mezzanine
49-51 East Road
London N1 6AH
T: 020 7250 8276

Bridget Clay
NTEN Programme Manager
bridget.clay@tdtrust.org

Sarah Coskeran
GoodCPDGuide Programme Manager
sarah.coskeran@tdtrust.org
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